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Summary

Organising the sales force attempts to reconcile the principles of good organisational
design with the dynamic needs of markets. Personal selling does not operate in isolation.
Clear guidelines are required on corporate, marketing and selling objectives, the sales
tasks and the degree of specialisation in selling activities. Methods of calculating salesforce size must be used with caution. These methods suffer from a failure to distinguish
between quantity and quality in personal selling. Designing sales territories and allocating
people to these areas is a key task of sales management. While established procedures can
be helpful, the conventional approach is often much less than the optimum. Models of
territory response and call-planning schedules offer some improvement over traditional
approaches but have not yet been widely accepted. The key factors to consider in
designing territories are market potential, account concentration and dispersion.

Questions

Case study

1

In what ways might changing market structures and market conditions necessitate a review of the
organisational structure of the sales force?

2

Reasons can be given for organising a sales force without using a geographical split? Give examples
of where alternative means of specialisation could be used.

3

Critically assess the workload method for determining sales force size.

4

Strathclyde Cutting Tools manufactures industrial products. Until recently, they employed 12 salespeople to call on accounts and prospects. Dissatisfied with the results, the sales manager discharged
all 12 in favour of nine independent agents who were self-employed and sold a number of other
products to the same customers. Sales immediately began to increase, and new accounts were
obtained. Analyse the possible reasons for this improvement, and point out the possible drawbacks
in the scheme.

5

A sales management consultant arrives at your organisation with what she claims is a user-friendly
software package to assist in the design of sales territories and the improvement of calling schedules. What questions need to be asked and answered before deciding on the adoption of such a
package?

6

If potential is the major factor in sales performance, what restricts the sales manager in allocating
more accounts to the best salespeople?

Scotia Ltd
Scotia Ltd (name disguised) have been suppliers of packaging materials, that is, cardboard
boxes, paper board and carding, for 50 years. Their works occupy a site owned by the
company adjacent to vacant land also owned by the company and cleared for industrial
development. At present, this land makes no contribution to the income of the company.
Analysis of the company’s present sales show a dominance by traditional customers in a
50-mile radius of their works. Market penetration tends to decrease noticeably as distance
from the base increases. There are no exports.
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Sales force organisation

Although the company has a large turnover in its own regional area, this is relatively small
compared with other UK suppliers. Scotia does very little advertising, what is done being
confined to Yellow Pages and a once every two years small stand at the Printing and
Packaging trade exhibition. There is no publicity manager, and any promotional activity is
handled by the managing director or sales director. The company has no branding, all material
being supplied printed for the particular user or unmarked.
Sales representation is well below that of competitors of equivalent size, but the company
considers that this is offset by the regional location of the representatives. Of the ten-strong
sales force, about half are within ten years of retirement, and all are male. The company has
no systematic programme for training salespeople, sales manuals as such do not exist and
new inquiries are dealt with by the sales manager and inside service personnel using the salesperson as liaison. Any contact after the initial enquiry is usually made informally between the
representative and inside production personnel.
The firm has never been a product leader, and there are no unique product advantages. There
are relative weaknesses in that the company is unable to produce the newer packaging materials
sought by many of its customers, although an investment in shrink-wrapping machinery lies
underutilised. Competitors have always led on innovations in materials and printing techniques.
The company’s products are competitive on price and sales have been increasing steadily in
absolute terms. At present, the competition seems to be increasingly active, and in the last
financial year sales volume for Scotia fell. The current managing director, son of the founder
of the business, has called you in for advice on their sales operations:
1 In your evaluation of the sales function of Scotia, what would you wish to know in
addition to what is stated?
2 Consider the strengths and weaknesses of this company, and discuss how Scotia can hold its
own and even increase sales. Consider how the company can meet the challenge it now faces.
3 In particular, what are your proposals for improving the effectiveness of the salesforce?
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